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Sweet As Sin
"There's a long drive. It's gonna be. I believe. The
Giants win the pennant. The Giants win the pennant.
The Giants win the pennant. The Giants win the
pennant." -- Russ Hodges, October 3, 1951 On the
fiftieth anniversary of "The Shot Heard Round the
World," Don DeLillo reassembles in fiction the largerthan-life characters who on October 3, 1951,
witnessed Bobby Thomson's pennant-winning home
run in the bottom of the ninth inning. Jackie Gleason is
razzing Toots Shor in Leo Durocher's box seats; J.
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Edgar Hoover, basking in Sinatra's celebrity, is about
to be told that the Russians have tested an atomic
bomb; and Russ Hodges, raw-throated and excitable,
announces the game -- the Giants and the Dodgers at
the Polo Grounds in New York. DeLillo's transcendent
account of one of the iconic events of the twentieth
century is a masterpiece of American sportswriting.

The Robe
At Last! A Comprehensive Guide to Good Grooming
Gone are the days when you could sit back and let
your fiancée plan the entire wedding. Today’s grooms
have countless tasks to perform, from hiring the
entertainment and planning the rehearsal dinner to
buying the wedding bands and comforting hysterical
family members. Fortunately, The Groom’s Instruction
Manual is here to answer all of your most challenging
questions: How do I handle feuding relatives? What
should I look for in a good wedding photographer?
Why does my fiancée seem stressed out all the time?
Whatever your concerns, you’ll find the answers
here—courtesy of author and veteran groom Shandon
Fowler.

Our Lady of the Flowers
Les Misérables is a French historical novel by Victor
Hugo that is considered one of the greatest novels of
the 19th century. Beginning in 1815 and culminating
in the 1832 June Rebellion in Paris, the novel follows
the lives and interactions of several characters,
focusing on the struggles of ex-convict Jean Valjean
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and his experience of redemption. Examining the
nature of law and grace, the novel elaborates upon
the history of France, the architecture and urban
design of Paris, politics, moral philosophy,
antimonarchism, justice, religion, and the types and
nature of romantic and familial love. More than a
quarter of the novel is devoted to essays that argue a
moral point or display Hugo's encyclopedic
knowledge. The topics Hugo addresses include
cloistered religious orders, the construction of the
Paris sewers, argot, and the street urchins of Paris.
Even when not turning to other subjects outside his
narrative, Hugo sometimes interrupts the
straightforward recitation of events, his voice and
control of the story line unconstrained by time and
sequence. The story begins in 1815 in Digne, as the
peasant Jean Valjean, just released from 19 years'
imprisonment in the galleys—five for stealing bread
for his starving sister and her family and fourteen
more for numerous escape attempts—is turned away
by innkeepers because his yellow passport marks him
as a former convict. He sleeps on the street, angry
and bitter. Digne's benevolent Bishop Myriel gives
him shelter. At night, Valjean runs off with Myriel's
silverware. When the police capture Valjean, Myriel
pretends that he has given the silverware to Valjean
and presses him to take two silver candlesticks as
well, as if he had forgotten to take them. The police
accept his explanation and leave. Myriel tells Valjean
that his life has been spared for God, and that he
should use money from the silver candlesticks to
make an honest man of himself. Six years pass and
Valjean, using the alias Monsieur Madeleine, has
become a wealthy factory owner and is appointed
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mayor.

Mr. Punch's History of Modern England
In New Vienna, capital of the oppressive global
government formed after the Flash, three things are
certain: the sun is poisonous, speaking out is
dangerous, and being different will get you killed. And
Lumina Bohn is extraordinarily different. Living in
terror of discovery, Lu knows nothing of her past--but
she knows she must pretend to be human to survive.
When an incident at work triggers her astonishing
powers, she becomes the target of an international
manhunt. Only one person can save her: Magnus, the
enigmatic stranger haunting her dreams. Magnus
rescues the outcasts called Aberrants from capture
and torture. As Lu begins exploring her powers among
her people, her feelings for Magnus intensify. He's
determined to stay emotionally distant, yet their
smoldering passion soon becomes impossible to
resist. But when a shocking revelation threatens the
lives of every remaining Aberrant, Lu and Magnus
must risk everything, confronting their enemies in an
explosive final stand to save their kind from the
darkest fate of all: extinction.

Dangerous Desires
Leander McLoughlin is leader of the Ikati, an ancient
tribe of beautiful, savage shape shifters who live in
the hidden forests of England. Their survival is rooted
in secrecy, a secrecy that is threatened by the very
existence of one outside the tribe. Leander tracks this
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outsider to southern California prepared for a fight but
not for the effect the beauty has on him. Jenna Moore
spent her childhood hiding and now with her mother
is dead and her father vanished, she is forced to
contend with sudden, strange, superhuman abilities
on her own. A handsome stranger arrives, promising
answers to all her questions, but can she trust him?

Proverbial Philosophy
In the third and fourth part, tells the story of Fantine,
a girl who falls in love but is suddenly left by her lover
while she is pregnant. Disconsolate, she decides to
give a decent education to her daughter whom
Cossette calls. But the single mother's life is harder
than she expected and the finances are not enough.
He then asks his family to take care of the child. This
new situation transforms the life of both, the family
demands a lot of money to Fantine for the care of its
daughter, at the same time that they mistreat and
they overwhelm to Cossette.

I Hunt Killers
Redemption
Six years after a shocking tragedy left her emotionally
and physically scarred, Ember Jones lives a life of
quiet isolation in Barcelona. Determined to keep her
troubled past a secret, she keeps her head down and
her heart locked up tight. Until the day a beautiful,
mysterious stranger walks into her life, and her
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carefully controlled world is shattered forever.
Christian McLoughlin is unlike anyone Ember has ever
met. Wealthy, cultured, and utterly charismatic, he
also has dark secrets of his own. They succumb to the
undeniable pull between them and embark on a
passionate affair, but things turn explosive when the
truth about Christian and the reason he came to
Barcelona is exposed. As their dark pasts collide, the
two unlikely lovers find themselves caught in a web of
danger and deceit that neither of them might survive.

The Groom's Instruction Manual
For vampire Aidan Murphy, life has never been so
desperate. The vaccine used to treat a global
pandemic has rendered human blood deadly to his
kind, leaving them on the brink of starvation and civil
war. In tiny Penton, Alabama, Aidan establishes a
peaceful community of vampires and unvaccinated
human donors. He dares to hope they can survive -until his estranged brother descends upon Penton and
begins killing the humans. Determined to save his
town, Aidan kidnaps an unsuspecting human
doctorand finds himself falling in love for the first time
in nearly four centuries.Dr. Krystal Harris thought she
was coming to Penton for a job interview, but Aidan
Murphy has other plans. Infuriated by his high-handed
scheme to imprison her in the small town, Krys can't
ignore the attraction between them. But is it love? Or
does her dangerous, charismatic captor want only to
bend her to his will?

Underworld
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The game isn't over until somebody dies. Eva knows
what it's like to be imprisoned by a man's twisted
obsessions. But after running, hiding, and finding
refuge in a rescuer's arms, she's suddenly pulled back
into the black hole of her past. Kidnapped by her
sadistic ex, Dimitri, and with the love of her life left
for dead, Eva is facing down the worst of her demons
alone. If Dimitri wants to play sick games, Eva's
ready. She already knows how dark they can get. But
despite her fears, she hasn't been abandoned. Naz is
in hot pursuit. And the last thing Dimitri expects is for
a dead man to come calling. For Eva and Naz, worlds
apart yet bound by fierce and unbreakable passion,
it's time to beat the devil. To do it they'll have to be
just as ruthless, seductive, and cunning. With every
pulse of the heart, they must risk it all to play
Dimitri's final game to its harrowing end--and win.

Hooligan
The first study of Ovid, especially his Metamorphoses,
as inherently visual literature, explaining his
pervasive importance in our visual media.

Edge of Oblivion
Rescuing human Zoey Tyler from a werewolf attack,
changeling wolf Connor Macleod is the only one who
can show her what she has been turned into as the
full moon approaches and he prepares her for
initiation into his Pack. Original.

Beautifully Cruel
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As a moonwulf, Daciana never expected to fall in love
with a human. Hell, she never imagined that she’d
abandon her pack, endanger everyone around her,
and break the worst rule possible. But she did. A
rogue werewolf is killing Daciana’s friends, and she
sets on capturing the creature. She’ll do whatever it
takes to stop the beast. The police and her boyfriend,
Inspector Connell Lonescu, are starting to question
her involvement in the murders, which is endangering
the pack’s secret existence. But when the pack alpha
kidnaps Connell, revealing the awful truth about the
creature and its connection to the pack, Daciana must
choose between saving the man she loves and saving
her pack family from certain death. Sensuality Level:
Sensual

Yarrow
Alpha (noun): 1) Having the highest rank in a
dominance hierarchy 2) The most powerful man in a
group3) Liam Black He was a stranger to me, a dark
and dangerous presence who materialized from the
shadows one rainy night to save me from a vicious
attack. I didn't know his name or where he was from.
All I knew was that the only place I'd ever felt safe
was in his arms. But safety is an illusion. And not
every savior is a hero. And-as I'd soon find out-having
an alpha save your life comes with a price. Liam Black
wanted something from me in return.

Ache for You
The Jewel of Seven Stars is a horror novel by Bram
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Stoker. An Egyptologist, attempting to raise from the
dead the mummy of Tera, an ancient Egyptian queen,
finds a fabulous gem and is stricken senseless by an
unknown force. Amid bloody and eerie scenes, his
daughter is possessed by Tera's soul, and her fate
depends upon bringing Tera's mummified body to life.

Stargirl Movie Tie-In Edition
A Vindication of the Rights of Woman
Tough, smart, and seriously ambitious, reporter
Jacqueline “Jack” Dolan despises the secretive clan of
shape-shifters known as the Ikati—and has become
determined to destroy them. After she writes an
editorial arguing for their extermination and turns
public opinion against them, the Ikati vow to fight
back. They plot to send one of their own to seduce
the reporter, then blackmail her into writing a
retraction. Women practically fall at the feet of
hulking, handsome Hawk Luna, and Hawk relishes the
idea of conquering and destroying the fiery redhead
who's caused so much trouble for his kind. The last
thing he expects is to develop real feelings for her,
but their liaison awakens a hunger in him that he
cannot deny. He kidnaps Jack and brings her to his
Amazon jungle colony, but the two lovers are soon
embroiled in deadly colony politics and threatened by
a looming global species war. As the danger around
them grows closer, Jack and Hawk's forbidden passion
may build a bridge between two ancient enemies—or
cost them both their lives.
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Dangerous Games
Burn for You
Connor Hughes is a bonafide badass. His private
security firm is renowned for its effectiveness. He's
renowned for his lethal precision and iron self-control.
But when the former Marine meets a gorgeous young
hacker with a mouth as smart as her brain, his control
unravels in ways he never could have
predicted.Tabitha West is a genius MIT dropout with a
bad attitude, an obsession with Hello Kitty, and
piercings in unmentionable places. Known in hacker
circles as Polaroid due to her photographic memory,
she's as secretive as she is accustomed to working
alone. So when Connor decides she's the only one
who can help him catch a cyber criminal intent on
taking down one of his clients, she tells him exactly
where he can stick it.But when the cyber criminal
turns out to be a dark presence from Tabby's past,
Tabby and Connor are drawn into a dangerous game
of cat and mouse. They find themselves fighting not
only their common enemy, but also an explosive
desire that threatens to consume them. When the
stakes are this high and the game this deadly, will
falling in love be the most dangerous move of all?

Les Miserables, Volume III Marius
(English Edition)
In an era of revolutions demanding greater liberties
for mankind, Mary Wollstonecraft (1759–1797) was an
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ardent feminist who spoke eloquently for countless
women of her time.

Les Miserables
In this fairy tale with a sexy twist, she's a penniless
San Francisco seamstress. He's the king of Italian
couture. Who's got designs on whom? Boutique owner
Kimber DiSanto has seen better days. She's been
dumped at the altar by Prince Charmless, her
business went up in flames (literally), and now she's
stuck in Florence, Italy, with an ice-queen stepmother,
to try to save her late father's failing dress shop. Only
one thing could make it worse: another man in her
life. The arrogant Italian fashion tycoon offering to
buy her father's shop is as rich as he is sexy, and their
attraction is off the charts. But Kimber's not about to
get burned again. Women don't say no to Matteo
Moretti--and certainly not with Kimber's stinging
precision. With all the heat and fury sparking between
them, Matteo can't resist baiting the gorgeous
American. His plan? Win her over one scorching kiss
at a time. Kimber tells herself it's all just a game. That
her broken heart isn't in danger, and that Matteo's
touch does not make her Lady Land dance with joy.
But sometimes it takes the fieriest of enemies to turn
a fantasy into a real-life romance.

Forsaken (Vampire Awakenings, Book
10)
The Robe is a 1942 historical novel about the
Crucifixion of Jesus written by Lloyd C. Douglas. The
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book was one of the best-selling titles of the 1940s. It
entered the New York Times Best Seller list in October
1942, and four weeks later rose to No. 1. It held the
position for nearly a year. The Robe remained on the
list for another two years, returning several other
times over the next several years including when the
movie version was released in 1953.The book
explores the aftermath of the crucifixion of Jesus
through the experiences of the Roman tribune
Marcellus Gallio and his Greek slave Demetrius. Prince
Gaius, in an effort to rid Rome of Marcellus, banishes
Marcellus to the command of the Roman garrison at
Minoa, a port city in southern Palestine. In Jerusalem
during Passover, Marcellus ends up carrying out the
crucifixion of Jesus, but is troubled since he believes
Jesus to be innocent of any crime. When he wears
Jesus' robe reluctantly on request, Marcellus suffers a
nervous breakdown and returns to Rome. After again
touches the robe, his mind is restored and Marcellus,
who now believes that the robe has some power,
returns to Judea and follows the path Jesus after
Demetrius. Later, Marcellus frees Demetrius who
escapes, but both Marcellus and his new wife Diana
are executed by the new emperor, Caligula. Marcellus
arranges that the robe be given to "The Big
Fisherman."Though more than two million copies of
the book were sold in its first edition, The Robe is
more familiar today as a 1953 Biblical epic film that
tells the story of a Roman tribune named Marcellus
Gallio (Richard Burton) who commands the unit that
crucifies Jesus Christ. There was a sequel known as
Demetrius and the Gladiators starring Victor Mature
as the title character who fights in the Roman
arena.Cassel Douglas (Doya C. Douglas), was born in
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Columbia City, Indiana on August 27, 1877. He spent
part of his boyhood in Monroeville, Indiana, Wilmot,
Indiana and Florence, Kentucky, where his father,
Alexander Jackson Douglas, was pastor of the Hopeful
Lutheran Church. He was married to Bessie I. Porch
and had two children: Bessie J. Douglas (1906), and
Virginia V Douglas (1908). After receiving the A.M.
degree from Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio, in
1903, Douglas was ordained in the Lutheran ministry.
He served in pastorates in North Manchester, Indiana,
Lancaster, Ohio, and Washington, D.C. He was
director of religious work at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign from 1911 to 1915, and minister
of The First Congregational Church in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, from there moving to Akron, Ohio. He
served as the Sr. Minister of the First Congregational
Church of Akron from 1920-26 and then to Los
Angeles, California and finally to the St. James United
Church at Montreal, Quebec. Douglas was one of the
most popular American authors of his time. His
written works were of a moral, didactic, and distinctly
religious tone. His first novel, Magnificent Obsession,
published in 1929, was an immediate and sensational
success. Critics held that his type of fiction was in the
tradition of the great religious writings of an earlier
generation, such as Ben-Hur and Quo Vadis.Later,
Douglas wrote Forgive Us Our Trespasses; Precious
Jeopardy; Green Light; White Banners; Disputed
Passage; Invitation To Live; Doctor Hudson's Secret
Journal; The Robe, and The Big Fisherman. The Robe
sold more than 2 million copies, without any reprint
edition. His last book, Time To Remember, was
autobiographical, with description of his childhood
and education for the ministry. He died in Los
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Angeles, California on Fbruary 13, 1951, before he
was able to write the second volume which was
completed in The Shape of Sunday by his daughters,
Virginia Douglas Dawson and Betty Douglas Wilson.
Douglas is buried in Forest Lawn Memorial Park
Cemetery in Glendale, California.

Wicked Sexy
This beloved celebration of individuality is now an
original film on Disney+! A modern-day classic and
New York Times bestseller from Newbery Medalist
Jerry Spinelli. Stargirl. From the day she arrives at
quiet Mica High in a burst of color and sound, the
hallways hum with the murmur of "Stargirl, Stargirl."
She captures Leo Borlock' s heart with just one smile.
She sparks a school-spirit revolution with just one
cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At
first. Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly
shunned for everything that makes her different, and
Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges her to
become the very thing that can destroy her: normal.
In this celebration of nonconformity, Newbery
Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale
about the perils of popularity and the thrill and
inspiration of first love. "Spinelli has produced a
poetic allegorical tale about the magnificence and
rarity of true nonconformity." -- The New York Times

Shadow's Edge
Changeling Moon
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"Page-turning suspense. HOT. SEXY. WICKED! What to
read next."--Marie Force, New York Times Bestselling
Author "Wicked Beautiful is wicked sexy, wicked
emotional, and one of my top reads!" --NYT
Bestselling Author Jennifer Probst A ruthless
businesswoman and the playboy who dumped her
long ago find themselves embroiled in a high stakes
game of love, lies and revenge. Life coach and bestselling author Victoria Price has it all: a successful
career, fabulous friends, a fantastic penthouse in
Manhattan. What she doesn't have--and doesn't
want--is a husband. Fifteen years ago her high school
flame broke her heart so badly she swore she'd never
love again. Now she makes millions teaching other
women how to be just like her: a ruthless bitch. Dropdead sexy restaurant tycoon and infamous playboy
Parker Maxwell has only three rules for the women he
dates: no questions about his past, no expectations
for the future and no spending the night. When he
meets Victoria, however, he's willing to break his own
rules if it means sating the explosive desire she
arouses in him. What he doesn't know is that the
alluring Victoria Price used to be the mousy Isabel
Diaz, the girl he deflowered and dumped long ago.
Presented with a perfect opportunity for revenge,
Victoria decides the game is on. But when her
connection with Parker proves more than just skin
deep, she has to make a choice--continue with her
plan for payback, or risk her career, her reputation
and her heart by taking a second chance on love?

Rapture's Edge
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In the Caribbean for his best friend's wedding, ex
special-ops officer Ryan McLean meets a beautiful
woman in the hotel bar. Their connection is
immediate and intense, and they spend a passionate
night together with pleasure as their only goal.But
when Ryan wakes the following morning to discover
the beautiful woman vanished--along with millions
worth of jewels from the safe of the Saudi prince
staying next door--he realizes he was duped. He
becomes determined to find the mystery woman and
bring her to justiceif only he could forget how
explosive their chemistry was.A notorious thief known
as the Dragonfly, Mariana has only more more job to
do until she can retire, but the sexy-as-hell Marine she
spent one sultry tropical night with is hot on her heels
at every turn. She has to outwit him to stay out of jail,
but fighting their magnetic attraction soon becomes a
game neither one of them can resist.When Mariana's
last job goes dangerously wrong and she needs
Ryan's help to survive, he has to decide if their game
of cat and mouse is only a game, or if he can trust
this beautiful thief with something no woman has ever
stolen: his heart.

Pafko at the Wall
For over a thousand years, the medieval city of
Constantinople has been the jewel on the crown of
the Roman Empire. Now, the once-mighty metropolis
is broken down, with its defensive walls in shambles.
Long have the neighboring Turks wanted to claim the
city, and Mehmet—the impetuous new Turkish
sultan—thinks he and his legions might finally have
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their chance. In defiance of his late father's advisors,
Mehmet vows to be the first leader in a millennium to
wrench Constantinople from the Christians. He is
determined to take the city from the weakened but
beloved Emperor Constantine—even if he loses his
throne and his life in the process. An epic historical
military adventure, Constantinopolis plots out the
future of civilization as shaped by a number of
fascinating characters, including one leader desperate
to save his people from destruction and another
determined to lead his nation to glory.

arrowsmith
The shattering novel of underground life the New York
Times called “a cry of rapture and horror . . . the
purest lyrical genius.” Jean Genet’s debut novel Our
Lady of the Flowers, which is often considered to be
his masterpiece, was written entirely in the solitude of
a prison cell. A semi- autobiographical account of one
man’s journey through the Paris demi-monde, dubbed
“the epic of masturbation” by no less a figure than
Jean-Paul Sartre, the novel’s exceptional value lies in
its exquisite ambiguity.

Darkness Bound
A finalist for the National Book Award, Don DeLillo’s
most powerful and riveting novel—“a great American
novel, a masterpiece, a thrilling page-turner” (San
Francisco Chronicle)—Underworld is about the second
half of the twentieth century in America and about
two people, an artist and an executive, whose lives
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intertwine in New York in the fifties and again in the
nineties. With cameo appearances by Lenny Bruce, J.
Edgar Hoover, Bobby Thompson, Frank Sinatra, Jackie
Gleason and Toots Shor, “this is DeLillo’s most
affecting novel…a dazzling, phosphorescent work of
art” (Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times).

The Beasts Of Tarzan
Twenty-something Kat Reid is loving life as an indemand Hollywood makeup artist. She has absolutely
no interest in rock 'n' roll, but in order to pay the
mortgage, she agrees to work on the set of a rock
video for the world-famous rockers known as Bad
Habitwhich brings her face-to-face with Nico Nyx, lead
singer of Bad Habit and Adonis in the flesh. However,
the fiercely independent Kat isn't impressed by the
hard-living, womanizing rock star. But when Nico's
model girlfriend shows up to the set drunk and Kat is
tapped to replace her as the video's sexy bride, her
combustible chemistry with Nico suddenly threatens
to consume the set. Nico feels it, too--and becomes
determined to win Kat over, body and soul. Yet behind
his rock god swagger, Nico hides a dark secret. Can
he rock Kat's world forever, or will he just break her
heart?

Bird Neighbors
Cat Midhir has made a name for herself as the author
of popular fantasy novels, but her fans do not know
that Cat's mysterious Otherworld is no fantasy--it is a
real place where she wanders at night with the bright
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lords and the horned woman beneath the silver moon.
Reprint.

Darkness Bound
A classic fairy tale gets a sexy, edgy twist. Jackson
"The Beast" Boudreaux is rich, gorgeous, and
unbelievably rude to the staff at Chef Bianca
Hardwick's New Orleans restaurant. Bianca would
sooner douse herself in hot sauce than cook for
Jackson again, but when he asks her to cater his fundraiser, Bianca can't refuse, knowing the cash will help
pay her mother's medical bills. Then Jackson makes
another outrageous request: Marry me. The
unconventional offer includes an enormous
sum--money Bianca desperately needs, even if it does
come with a contract--and a stunning ring. The heir to
a family bourbon dynasty, Jackson knows the rumors
swirling around him. The truth is even darker. Still, he
needs a wife to secure his inheritance, and freespirited, sassy Bianca would play the part beautifully.
Soon, though, their simple business deal evolves into
an emotional intimacy he's built walls to avoid. As the
passion heats up between them, Bianca and Jackson
struggle to define which feelings are real and which
are for show. Is falling for your fake fianc� the best
happy endingor a recipe for disaster?

Ovid on Screen
Wicked Intentions
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He's everything she has ever desired. But there's only
one way to keep her man alive: let him go. With
Nasir's life on the line, Eva makes a deal with the
devil. She slips away to return to Dimitri, the mob
boss who held her captive for years, only to step into
a new world of trouble. Abducted by one of Dimitri's
most cunning adversaries, Eva finds herself an
unwitting pawn in a dangerous game of cat and
mouse. When Eva disappears, Naz is prepared to do
anything to find her. Tracking her to the remote
regions of Portugal is just the beginning of the hunt.
Bewitched by Eva's beauty, the darkly seductive spy
who abducted her now has more than business on his
mind, but the only way for the trio to defeat Dimitri is
to work togetherdespite the explosive desires
threatening to consume them. With a game so deadly
and the stakes so high, Naz and Eva's love will be
tested in ways neither of them could foreseeor
perhaps survive.

Cloaked in Fur
WHEN NIGHT FALLS After her husband's tragic death,
Leigh Kelly arrives on Whidbey Island determined to
start over. Yet the tiny town of Chimney Rock is not as
peaceful as it seems. Women have been
disappearing, and Leigh can't shake the feeling that
she's being watched . . . especially at night. Soon,
she's experiencing visions she can't explain and
fighting her attraction to a handsome stranger who
seems to know her most intimate desires. PASSION
TRANSFORMS THEM As the leader of the Team, a pack
of werehounds forced to hide their very existence,
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former special ops soldier Niles Latimer is desperate
to prove a man's heart beats beneath his predator's
body. And Leigh-the mysterious beauty possessing
powers she doesn't yet understand-may be the one
woman who can help him. But Niles isn't the only one
who recognizes Leigh's true identity. Something evil is
waiting in the woods-and the hunt has begun . . .

Wicked Beautiful
Eliana is a woman on the run. As a Shadow Walker,
she is driven from her home in Rome when she
believes the man she loved murdered her father. Now
she makes her living as an art thief and a competitor
in the underground fighting circuit of Paris. But her
past is about to catch up with her in the form of The
Hunt, a group of elite assassins with one objective:
eliminate her before she can expose the secrets of
her shape-shifting clan to the world. Demetrius is a
man with nothing left to lose. Haunted by the memory
of Eliana and the passion they once shared, he will
risk everything to save her from the killers on her tail.
He must convince her, before the ancient walls
between two worlds crumble, that only together can
they defeat their real enemy, a brilliant, cunning
traitor far more deadly than either of them can guess.
"

The Jewel of Seven Stars
"Morgan Montgomery, the Ikati shape-shifter is
waiting to die. She has been branded a traitor by her
tribe. But Jenna, the newly crowned queen and
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Morgan's former ally offers Morgan one last chance
for redemption. Morgan must infultrate the Rome
headquarters of the Expurgari, the Kkati's ancient
enemy and destroy them within a fortnight. Xander
Luni, a trained assassin travels with Morgan and soon
finds his world threatened by the love he feels for
her."--Provided by publisher.

Constantinopolis
Despite knowing Aida was his mate, Julian left her
behind to live her dreams. Now that he’s a fully
matured vampire, he’s as good as dead without her.
Deciding it’s time to say goodbye to his family, he
returns to the States. He wasn’t expecting to run into
Aida again, but now that he has, he’s not sure he can
let her go a second time. It’s been four and a half
years since Julian walked out of her life. Living in
Boston and struggling to pay her bills, the last thing
Aida expects is Julian’s sudden return. She worked
hard to overcome the hurt his abandonment caused…
at least that’s what she tells herself. Aida isn’t sure
she can completely trust Julian again, but she can’t
deny her heart. However, just as they’re beginning to
repair their relationship, an unexpected danger
threatens to tear them apart. Can Aida learn to trust
Julian enough to face the threat together, or will their
newfound love be lost forever? ***Due to sexual
content, violence, and language, this book is
recommended for readers 18+ years of age.***
Keywords: Hate to love romance novels angst
supernatural suspense steamy romance supernatural
love story folklore fiction family romance series alpha
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male romantic fantasy for adults adult fantasy action
adventure thriller strong male lead mythical creatures
strong male lead steamy romance novels strong
heroine urban fantasy contemporary fantasy fiction
hate to love romance novels psychic powers mate
books supernatural love story folklore fiction.

Into Darkness
The Beasts of Tarzan is a novel by American writer
Edgar Rice Burroughs, the third in his series of twentyfour books about the title character Tarzan. Originally
serialized in All-Story Cavalier magazine in 1914, the
novel was first published in book form by A. C.
McClurg in 1916. The story begins a year after the
conclusion of the previous book, Tarzan (Lord
Greystoke) and Jane have had a son, whom they ve
named Jack. Tarzan has spent much time building an
estate home on the Waziri lands in Uziri, Africa, but
has returned to his ancestral estate in London for the
rainy season. Tarzan s adversaries from the previous
novel, Nikolas Rokoff and Alexis Paulvitch, escape
prison and kidnap the Greystoke heir. Their trap is
elaborate and insidious, leading both Tarzan and Jane
to be kidnapped as well. Rokoff exiles Tarzan on a
jungle island, informing him that Jack will be left with
a cannibal tribe to be raised as one of their own, while
Jane s fate is to be left to his imagination. Using his
jungle skill and primal intelligence, Tarzan wins the
help of Sheeta, the vicious panther, a tribe of great
apes led by the intelligent Akut, and a native warrior,
Mugambi. With their aid, Tarzan reaches the mainland
and begins a lengthy pursuit to find Jane (who is
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actively engineering her own extrication) and Jack. By
the end of the story Rokoff is dead, while Paulvitch,
his cohort, is presumed dead but manages to escape
into the jungle. The Tarzan family returns to London
along with Mugambi, who is offered a place at Tarzan
s Waziri estate.

Edge of Darkness
It was a beautiful day. It was a beautiful field.Except
for the body. Jazz is a likable teenager. A charmer,
some might say. But he's also the son of the world's
most infamous serial killer, and for Dear Old Dad,
"Take Your Son to Work Day" was year-round. Jazz
has witnessed crime scenes the way cops wish they
could--from the criminals' point of view. And now,
even though Dad has been in jail for years, bodies are
piling up in the sleepy town of Lobo's Nod. Again. In
an effort to prove murder doesn't run in the family,
Jazz joins the police in the hunt for this new serial
killer. But Jazz has a secret--could he be more like his
father than anyone knows? From acclaimed author
Barry Lyga comes a riveting thriller about a teenager
trying to control his own destiny in the face of
overwhelming odds.
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